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Abstract 

This essay studies the rhetorical situation of the crowdfunding site Patreon.com, with a 

particular focus on the construction of ethos. Taking off from the conception of ethos as a 

discursive dwelling place, the study analyzes five Patreon pages and the self-promotional 

practices associated with each page. It concludes that there are different ways of negotiating 

the implicit and explicit expectations that go along with setting up and maintaining a presence 

on a crowdfunding site – not least with regards to the relationship between ethos and ethics. 
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1. Introduction 
Crowdfunding has become a common phenomenon in recent years, and is now something of a 

staple in contemporary internet culture. Sites such as Kickstarter, GoFundMe and Indiegogo 

have different approaches to crowdfunding, but the general principle is the same: someone 

describes who they are and what they do, and make some sort of case for why the readers 

should donate money to them (and, frequently, what the eventual donations will end up being 

used for). 

The defining characteristic of crowdfunding is the crowd – i.e. a large number of people. There 

is an old adage in radio and television that if everyone in the audience gave a dollar, the show 

would be able to continue financially for as long as it needed to. The same principle has been 

adopted to contemporary settings, where podcasts, YouTube channels, bloggers etc ask for a 

small sum of money from its audience members. A large enough crowd contributing small sums 

of money adds up to a non-trivial amount of money, allowing the creators to continue with 

their work. 

This situation opens up for rhetorical action. There is an audience (the crowd, loosely defined), 

there is a goal to attain (donations), and there is an arena and a means for attaining this goal 

(the crowdfunding sites). Understanding this situation through a rhetorical perspective would 

both elevate the situation to a rhetorical situation, and provide insight into the material 

conditions of productions for contemporary creators. Art for the sake of art is one thing, but art 

for the sake of the next influx of crowdfunded donations is quite another.  

This essay will look particularly at the crowdfunding site Patreon, and analyze the discursive 

processes taking place there and in adjacent spaces. As we shall see, the communication takes 

place not only on the Patreon site itself, but also on the websites of Patreon users, in their 

social media presences, and in the very works they produce. The state of being crowdfunded 

becomes not just a piece of descriptive information of how an artist manages to pay the bills 

(though it is that, too), but it also insinuates itself into the very art they create. It is a dialectical 

process with subtle and non-intuitive consequences. 
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2. Research questions 
Crowdfunding as a rhetorical activity is interesting in that the persuasive efforts are not 

primarily located in one single place or space. Rather, the persuasive efforts are distributed 

across many different spaces, across different modes and media. It is not a single rhetorical act 

that is performed once, but rather a sustained effort over time that requires multiple actions in 

order to establish the actor as a credible person worthy of giving money to. More so in the case 

of Patreon, where donations are monthly rather than one-off transactions Thus, this study 

seeks to answer these two questions: 

How can the multimodal rhetorical situation of Patreon users be described in terms of 

rhetorical theory? 

What can the rhetorical situation of Patreon tell us about ethos-building in online spaces? 

3. Background  
Patreon was founded in 2013  as a response to a lack in other crowdfunding platforms. Whereas 

sites such as Kickstarter focuses on accumulating one large lump sum of money one time 

(sometimes at the scale of millions of dollars), Patreon focuses on smaller amounts many times 

(more along the lines of a few hundred dollars a month). It is a smaller scale crowdfunding site, 

focusing on recurring monthly donations from fans, audience members or other enthusiasts. 

The name is a pun on the ancient tradition of patronage, wherein a rich benefactor would take 

an artist under their wings and provide for their needs, with the implicit understanding that the 

artist in subtle or not so subtle ways produce art in accordance with the benefactor’s wishes. 

As to the title of this study, Hyde (2004, p. xix) recounts a story of a group of people visiting the 

famous thinker Heraclitus at his simple home. Heraclitus, being more of a thinker than a 

homebuilder, lives in a sparse and unimpressive dwelling, not nearly as well-adorned as his 

reputation as a great man of thought would suggest. As the visitors arrive, they catch Heraclitus 

in the quotidian act of warming himself at his stove, his home being cold as well as sparse. 

Upon seeing this unimpressive sight – an old man warming himself, no fanfare, no pomp, barely 

even any decorations – the visitors lose heart. Could this utterly ordinary old man be the great 
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thinker they all came to see? Had they been misled by rumors and false hope? What in this 

miserable sight could be anything even remotely great? 

Heraclitus, reading this reaction upon the faces of his visitors, thus spoke the words “here too 

the gods are present”, and gestured for them to join him. Not only to share the warmth of the 

stove – though that was part of it – but also to join him in conversation about his thoughts and 

the world of philosophy that was his home. With that single phrase, that single act of invitation, 

Heraclitus reminded his visitors of who he was and why they had come to visit. 

Patreon users are asked to perform a similar kind of invitation, albeit under different 

circumstances. Thus, I could think of no better title for a study on the concept of ethos, even 

though the juxtaposition of ancient Greeks and modern communication technologies might 

seem counterintuitive at first. And with that, I invite you to read on, so we may build a shared 

understanding of what it means to make the gods present in our homes too. 

4. Research overview  
Mehlenbacher (2017) analyzes Kickstarter crowdfunding campaigns, primarily in terms of 

genre. Specifically, she contrasts the established genre of research grant proposals to the 

emerging genre of crowdfunding proposals, and discusses the implications of the emergence of 

the latter upon the former. The fact that the genre of crowdfunding proposals is emerging is 

given significant consideration, as it implies that the genre is not yet fully formed, and that new 

specific tropes and traditions are likely to emerge over time. Thus, Mehlenbacher begins her 

analysis with the rhetorical exigencies and audiences of the crowdfunding situation, and 

carefully extrapolates from there. 

Mehlenbacher (2017) notes that the audience for a crowdfunding project initially overlaps with 

the personal networks of those involved in the project. Being present on a crowdfunding site 

does not in and of itself guarantee that funding will arrive – some sort of presentation will have 

to be made of the project, its members and the benefits of having the project funded. While 

the audience grows over time, by word of mouth or social media, the growth rate depends 

heavily upon this initial network and how effectively word can spread from it. This makes any 
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attempt to make general claims about the audience problematic, as it differs from project to 

project and – more importantly – by which stage of the crowdfunding process a project is in. 

The approach described above has several similarities to the approach used in this study. While 

there are differences to the particulars of how Kickstarter and Patreon work, the exigencies and 

the need to present oneself remains a common theme. The cautionary note with regards to the 

plasticity of emerging genres and the complex audiences of crowdfunding sites has especially 

informed this study – while these things are likely to shift and change over time, the need to 

construct an ethos remains. 

Sunghan and Young-Gul (2016) identify four types of backers in crowdfunding efforts: angelic 

backers, reward hunters, avid fans and tasteful hermits. Angelic backers are primarily 

motivated by a wish to support the projects at hand, and tend to donate funds regardless if 

they get a reward or not. Reward hunters, on the other hand, are primarily motivated (as the 

name implies) by rewards, and tend to donate up to the levels at which they get something in 

return. Avid fans are, again as the name implies, avid fans of a particular thing, and tend to 

donate to projects related to that particular thing (in contrast to the more generalized 

philanthropy of angelic backers). Tasteful hermits, lastly, are prone to be more selective when it 

comes to choosing a crowdfunding project to back, but also tend to keep donating to the 

projects they do choose. 

While these four types will not be discussed in this study (being primarily focused on creators 

rather than donors), it is nevertheless interesting to mention these four types here. The reward 

hunters are of particular interest, as a non-insignificant part of the upcoming analysis will be of 

rewards. Being reminded that there are donors who explicitly donate up to reward levels is 

important, as it emphasizes the instrumental nature of Patreon and other crowdfunding sites. 

The existence of angelic backers, on the other hand, who donate for the sense of contributing 

to worthwhile projects, equally and oppositely remind us that this instrumentality is not all-

encompassing, and that the rewards are not all there is. 

Davidson and Poor (2015) discuss barriers facing artists with regards to using crowdfunding 

platforms. The authors discuss the concept of emotional labor, and how it relates to the 
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aforementioned platforms. Emotional labor, in short, consists of the acts needed to make 

someone else feel at ease or at home – acknowledging their presence, asking if they need 

anything and ensuring that everything is in order. In terms of crowdfunding, emotional labor 

expresses itself in terms of communicating with donors, both as a community and individually. 

Specifically the latter can be particularly taxing in terms of time and energy – communicating 

that donations are appreciated and put to good use is hard work. 

This constitutes a barrier to those who are introvert, and/or do not have the energy to be in 

constant communication with other people at all times. It also constitutes a barrier in the cases 

where the creators and backers know each other from previous life experiences (which, as 

indicated above, is the initial condition of all crowdfunding efforts until the ball gets rolling). 

Feeling indebted to others is an uncomfortable experience, and keeping up appearances might 

distract creators from their creative efforts. Or, indeed, make them disinclined to using 

crowdfunding platforms. 

More generally, the relations built through the crowdfunding site might be of a nature that is 

not true to the character of the person running the crowdfunding project. But that goes into 

the concept and nature of ethos, which is the primary topic of the next chapter. 

5. Theory 
This chapter will briefly discuss the nature of the rhetorical situation, and then the rhetorical 

concept of ethos at some length. The rhetorical situation will mainly be described using the 

works of Bitzer (1968) and Vats (1973). The discussion about ethos will delve into what it means 

to be in the world, and the peculiar nature of rhetoric as a force to shape our dasein. While the 

two things are undoubtedly connected, a presentation of each one in turn will serve to clarify 

the theoretical standpoint of this essay. 

5.1 Rhetorical situation 

According to Bitzer (1968), rhetoric is situational. By this he does not mean that rhetoric always 

happens in a situation, but rather that the situation a rhetor finds themselves in in many ways 

suggests possible courses of rhetorical action that can be pursued. There is a kairos for speech, 

and the overall circumstances that give rise to these kairoi constitute the rhetorical situation. 
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Bitzer notes that not every kairos is met by appropriate discourse (as you might have memories 

of from personal experience), but that rhetorical action, when undertaken in accordance with 

the situation, will be successful. 

Bitzer (1968) breaks down a rhetorical situation in three parts: exigence, audience and 

constraints. An exigence is “an imperfection marked by urgency” (p. 6), which can be rectified 

through discursive action of some sort – be it a word or a speech. The exigence, being a 

problem to be solved, is also frequently the topic of the discourse required to bring the solution 

about. 

The audience consists of those who can be moved by the words sparked by the exigence in 

question. This is usually a very narrow range of people – those who are within earshot, those 

who are affected by a particular issue, etc. Bitzer maintains that there is discourse that is non-

rhetorical, i.e. not targeted at a specific audience1. Those kinds of discourse still fulfil a function, 

albeit not a rhetorical one. For the purposes of the rhetorical situation, however, the audience 

is of a more immediate character. 

The constraints, lastly, are the aspects of the situation which cannot be bent by the discursive 

intervention of the rhetor. These can be things such as ordinances, prior decisions made by the 

audience members, deeply held convictions or other obstacles that have to be navigated 

around. In order to get things done, the rhetor will have to acknowledge or circumvent these 

constraints in some fashion. 

A rhetor who possesses the capacity to correctly identify all three components of a situation – 

exigence, audience and constraints – will by virtue of this also be in possession of the means to 

affect change in the world. It is therefore vital for a rhetor to properly assess the rhetorical 

situation, in order to accurately craft the proper response invited by the situation at hand. For 

                                                           
1 Barthes (1968) touches upon this in his differentiation between spoken and written discourse. Spoken discourse 
is social, in that it always addresses those present to hear it; it captures the audience by sheer force of happening. 
Written discourse, however, is asocial, in that it only presents itself as an object. It has to be prepared beforehand, 
and then in complete form before reaching its readers; it denies the possibility of dialogue by having already 
reached the desired conclusion, which it thrusts upon the reader. It is, in his word, “intimidating” (p. 20). 
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every rhetorical situation there is a proper response, and the power of rhetoric is to swiftly 

identify this response and the mode in which to deliver it. 

Vats (1973) proposes an inverse view of the nature of the rhetorical situation. Rather than the 

situation mandating the appropriate response, the response serves to define the situation 

wherein the rhetor delivers it. The response of a rhetor – especially those who are appointed by 

the constraints of a situation to address it in some manner – have it within their power to 

define and redefine the situation. By choosing to label a situation as something rather than 

something else (for example: a minor setback rather than a catastrophe), a rhetor can cause 

consequences that drastically alter the aftermath of their discursive effort. Even if only by 

manner of becoming the exigence of someone else’s rhetorical situation. 

Vats’ inverse definition of a rhetorical situation opens up for different kinds of responses than 

Bitzer’s. Whereas Bitzer focuses on the analytical properties of the situation, Vats focuses on 

the ethical. Bitzer is almost proscriptive, in an “if x, then y” fashion – the proper response to a 

situation is also the right response. Vats, on the other hand, turns this around and asks us what 

the proper ethical response ought to be. What manner of change should we be in the world? 

For the purposes of this study, these two perspectives will be seen as complementary rather 

than antagonistic. There are aspects of Patreon that can be productively viewed through 

Bitzer’s lens – particularly the constraints of the website interface and the limited degrees of 

freedom afforded through it. There are other aspects that are more conducive to Vats’ 

perspective – in particular the extramural activities that direct the attention of the audience 

towards the existence of a Patreon page. The very word extramural – outside the walls – puts a 

finger on the heart of the situation: a significant portion of the relevant discourse takes place 

outside the space of the Patreon page in and of itself. The situation is thus multimodal, in that it 

occurs simultaneously in more than one place and across different media platforms. We shall 

return to this state of things in the chapter on methodology. 

5.2 Ethos 

Gaonkar (2002, p. 411) famously warned against leaving rhetorical concepts undertheorized. In 

these rapidly changing times, where doxa changes from one decade to another, this warning 
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has renewed relevancy. As critics, scientists and critical scientists we have to own our concepts, 

and define them to the best of our ability in such a way that readers, upon having read, leave 

the text with a clear understanding of just what has been said, and about what. Not only by 

virtue of clarity (although that is important, too), but also for reasons of theoretical longevity: 

the things that go without saying at the time of writing have a tendency to remain unsaid in 

later times. Being precise in the present avoids confusion in times ahead. 

This is doubly true for rhetorical concepts, as the art (and now science) of rhetoric is still in the 

process of defining its terms – not least in the face of new communications technologies which 

affords new discursive arenas in which to perform rhetoric. The neo-Aristotelian notion of a 

speech, wherein a rhetor performs a speech act using the available means of persuasion and 

whose performance can be evaluated in relation to the situation at hand (see above), runs into 

conceptual difficulties when applied to for example a blog post or a press release. To be sure, 

the means of persuasion are used (sometimes to great effect), but the framework of a speech is 

inadequate to capture the precise rhetorical dimensions of the situation (cf Black 1965, p. 36). 

In order to capture the rhetorical dimensions of new communicative practices, rhetorical critics 

and scientists investigate specific communicative instances through the lens of specific 

concepts, and use the insights garnered from these investigations to throw light on the 

concepts used. It is a dialectic and hermeneutic process, where the burden falls upon the critic 

to convey the new insights in an accessible and enlightening manner. (cf Foss 2009, p.7; 

Gaonkar 2002, p. 411; Jasinski 2001, p.125) 

When it comes to ethos, the call to clarity becomes ever more pressing. The word can, all at the 

same time, mean either a mode of persuasion, a person’s character, a person’s ethical makeup, 

the image a person is able to construct of themselves in general, the image a person is able to 

construct of themselves within a particular discursive act, the ethical or general character of the 

community within which the rhetor acts at a given time – and so on. There is no shortage of 

theory when it comes to the concept of ethos, and thus it behooves us even more to heed 

Gaonkar’s (2002) warning and not fall into the trap of undertheorizing what we mean when we 

use the term. Any student of rhetoric will immediately, upon encountering the word, know that 

it refers to something along the lines of the character or personality of the speaker involved. 
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However, as Wittgenstein (1997, p. 42) noted, familiarity is not the same thing as knowledge, 

and sometimes looking at a familiar thing will reveal it to be more profound (and likely less 

familiar) than it seems. 

Hyde (2004, p. xiii) suggests a closer look at the origins of the word ethos. Before it became the 

rhetorical term we are familiar with, it had a more general meaning, akin to “dwelling place” – a 

place wherein a person or a group could make themselves at home, from which all other 

aspects of their lives were derived. At an immediate level, this sense of ethos is visible in the 

places we (for any definition of “we”) build for ourselves – the architectural characteristics of 

our homes and workplaces in some way reflect the character of who we as inhabitants of these 

places are. At a more metaphorical level, the way we build the discourses we inhabit (especially 

with regards to the subject of rhetoric) also reflect who we are. Hyde proposes that such a 

broadened understanding of ethos gives at hand several interesting ethical questions of who 

we are and what we do. And, more importantly, who we choose to be. 

Hyde (2004) explicitly dwells within the discourse of Heidegger. According to Heidegger, we as 

humans are cast into a world we did not create yet still have to care for. In the places where we 

find ourselves, we have to dwell as best we can until we eventually come to an end. Hyde seizes 

upon this human condition and asks what it means for us as rhetoricians – what manner of 

world are we, through our rhetorical actions, creating for ourselves and others to dwell within? 

This more general conception of ethos contains more than mere personal image, or branding. It 

is more akin to Booth’s conception of the company we keep (1988, p. 169), an ethical 

consideration of the discursive practices we apply when describing and critiquing others (and 

thus describing ourselves in relation to them). Booth, writing from the point of view of literary 

criticism, invites us to ask ourselves what manner of company we keep when we choose to 

write about the things we write about, and what it means that we choose the topics we choose. 

When writing about something, we dwell on it, draw attention to certain aspects of it, and 

elevate these aspects in terms of importance. The manner in which we present a book, person 

or work of art is not merely a technical question of choosing the proper words to give an 

accurate representation (although, to be sure, that too is an aspect worth getting right), but 
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also a question of presenting a point of view. The reader, upon reading, is presented with not 

just the thing, but also with a way of looking at the thing – and, by extension, the world. The 

reader, upon reading your descriptions of the things you deem important enough to critique, 

becomes at home in your view of the world. Booth encourages us to be good company, to 

provide a good reading that can help our peers become better persons. 

This touches upon a cornerstone of rhetorical theory: the difference between res and verba, 

thing and word. How a thing is perceived is in no small part determined by the words used to 

describe and contextualize it. To use a dramatic example: beheading a monarch can either be 

seen as an inevitable part of a glorious revolution, or as an unspeakable affront towards the 

natural order of things. The same goes for less dramatic examples as well. Booth (1988), in his 

insistence that we provide good company, urges us to choose a description that best conforms 

to our notion of the ethical and the just. At the same time, he reminds us not to simply go along 

with someone else’s description of a turn of events just because it has found purchase among 

others; as critics, rhetors and ethicists, it behooves us to make our own independent 

judgments, so as to best guide our readers. 

Looking at ethos through the lens of dwelling or being-in-the-world, combined with the insight 

that we have it within our capabilities to alter and modify our discursive practices, tells us 

something about what it is we do when we do rhetoric. We do not merely present the facts, as 

philosophers would have us think (Scott 1967, p. 10). We create spaces wherein our thoughts 

can dwell and roam, and wherein we can forge connections to others. A solid ethos is being at 

home in thought as well as in the world at large; ethos is knowing who you are, and acting the 

part. Here, too, the gods are present and at home. 

It is important to note, however, that this power to define oneself is not without limits. Human 

beings are social, and face all kinds of limitations and restrictions in their interactions with 

others (Giddens 1991, p. 45). At the same time, being social, humans are defined by their 

interactions with others, which means they can only alter their circumstances as far as others 

allow (or can be persuaded to allow) these to be changed (Trost & Levin 2004, p. 118). These 
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limitations are a fundamental part of human being-in-the-world, and rhetoric is a way to 

navigate this human condition.  

Even if a human being were to be somehow freed from this immediate human condition, she 

would still have to negotiate the tension between freedom and autonomy. Freedom is the 

possibility of doing whatever one wants; autonomy is the capacity of making one’s own laws 

(Carleheden 2002, p. 50). The latter is always a limitation of the former, in that any given 

command to act (or not to act) in a certain way removes the freedom to do so. Yet in order to 

accomplish a long-term goal, some limitations have to be set – for instance, in order to write a 

book, a significant amount of time and effort has to be devoted to writing, which precludes 

doing other things. Autonomy is the voluntary submission to self-imposed rules that are 

deemed good or goal-oriented. It is a limitation of one’s freedom, and the beginning of the self-

construction of an ethos. It is a declaration: this is who I intend to be in this world, and I shall 

act accordingly (Bauman 1995, p. 61). 

The discussion above suggests a close relationship between ethos and ethics. Indeed, it could 

hardly do otherwise: to suggest a being-in-the-world that does not take others into account 

would defeat the point of rhetoric. It would be a life without communication, and such a life 

would have little need for either of these things. Yet here we are, situated, cast into conditions 

we did not choose yet have to grapple with every day. It is a modest suggestion – for it can only 

be a suggestion, not a command – but perhaps we ought to find ways to become good 

company to each other. While we are still here. 

This might seem a drastic point of origin for an analysis of a place such as Patreon. It is only a 

website, someone might object. And it is. But it is also a site where creative persons are asked 

to give an account of themselves, of what they do, what they contribute to the world and – in a 

most fundamental way – how they dwell in both the world and the discourse they use to 

describe it. It is as much about asking for money as it is about presenting and creating an ethos, 

in the many meanings of the word. Seen in this light, we can ask critical questions both about 

Patreon as a rhetorical arena, and in turn about the contemporary notion of ethos. 
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6. Method 
A central methodological issue of any analysis is to locate where the object subject to analysis 

is. In some cases (such as a book, a speech or a theatre play), this is a rather straightforward 

task – it is a clearly defined artifact which can be cleanly delineated from other objects in the 

world. A book is a book, a speech is a speech, a play is a play. The difficulties of explicating 

beyond this initial (and intuitive) tautology aside, the object of study is right there. The artifact 

has a beginning, a middle and an end, and the analysis can move on from there. 

Not so with online artifacts. To use an example close to heart: if someone posts a link to their 

Patreon page on their Facebook wall, where is the artifact? Is it the Patreon page in and of 

itself, with all of its attributes? Or is it the Facebook post and its attributes? Or is it the replies 

written underneath this post and the subsequent discussions that follows? If someone decides 

that they too should share the link, is their act of sharing now part of the artifact, or a new 

artifact? And what of the discussions that occur on this new sharer’s Facebook wall? Where, in 

this tangle of terminology, is the object subject to analysis? 

As you might imagine, this is rather confusing. One way of dealing with this confusion is to 

declare that the situation is multimodal, and that it takes place on many different planes, places 

and spaces at once. The whole situation becomes the artifact, and the task becomes to perform 

strategic hermeneutics on the communicative tangle to determine what manner of 

communication has taken place. 

As McGee (1990, p. 279) noted, the contemporary rhetorical situation is better understood as a 

bricolage of the accumulated effect of a large number of discursive fragments, rather than as 

the effect of discrete, coherent artifacts (however well crafted). Modern audiences do not read 

only the one book or go to a singular play – rather, they are embedded in a constant 

bombardment of messages, images and sounds, all having varying degrees of rhetorical impact. 

While McGee probably did not intend to shed light on the problematic nature of analyzing 

online material in a methodical fashion, the intuition that discourse (and persuasion) takes 

place across many instances of mediated communication is still methodologically sound. 
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Jenkins (2013, p. 229) describes how a large portion of online communication (including 

marketing, but also communication by actors who have other interests than monetary gain) is 

conducted through what he calls spreadable media. By this, he means media artifacts that can 

be easily shared within a particular community, e.g. a group of friends, a target demographic or 

a specific fandom. These artifacts serve, metaphorically and literally, as topics of conversation. 

As a particular piece of spreadable media is shared in a community, discussions about it follow 

in its wake, which allows for it to have some kind of rhetorical impact. 

Paradoxically, it both is and is not the particulars of these spreadable media artifacts that allows 

them to do their rhetorical work. On the one hand, it goes without saying that the text of a 

particular work has some sort of impact on the effect it has of its eventual audience. On the 

other hand, one particular thing can only be the topic of discussion for so long until interest 

fades. The key to achieving a sustained predictable outcome is to provide a regular stream of 

these spreadable media artifacts, in order to keep the discussions alive over a long period of 

time (Jenkins 2013). As McGee (1990) noted, any one particular work is not guaranteed to have 

an impact, but an assemblage of artifacts engaged with over time carrying roughly the same 

message might. 

These introductory remarks lead us to the nuts and bolts of the methodology employed in the 

following analysis. A first step will be to analyze the rhetorical situation (in a Bitzerian sense) of 

the Patreon page in and of itself. The main focus of this step will be to identify and describe the 

structural elements of the Patreon page that a user can change in utilize in strategic and 

rhetorical ways. These elements are the constraints of the page – above and beyond the 

rhetorical implications of simply having a Patreon page. 

The second step will be to analyze how the particular subjects of this study work within the 

structural constraints identified in the previous step – which descriptions they provide of 

themselves, which goals they set up, etc. The primary framework for looking at the particular 

discursive operations conducted by each particular creator is what Gee (2011, p. 151) calls 

situated meaning. Given that we know the situation (by virtue of the previous step), we also 
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know the context of each particular statement encountered, and can use this as a basis for 

understanding how the respective creators construct their respective ethos. 

The third step will be to analyze the various ways in which the users point toward their Patreon 

pages in the various creative efforts they are engaged in. This step will also look at the 

rhetorical situation, albeit in a way more akin to Vats’ point of view. The key points of interest 

will be frequency, duration and location. Or, to phrase it in the form of questions: how often do 

creators remind their audience that they have a page, how much time do they use in 

elaborating what is (and other related aspects), and where in their works they choose to place 

these reminders. These same questions will be applied to the creators’ social media presences, 

albeit not as extensively. 

The key reason for choosing these topoi of analysis is that they constitute the main forums of 

persuasive action, with regard to the overall purpose of a Patreon page. While it is (in theory) 

possible to write a Patreon page description so moving it causes donations to appear by sheer 

force of rhetorical prowess, most pages do not work this way (and even if the hypothetical 

cases where they do work that way, some other persuasive action must have led a visitor to the 

page in the first place). Rather, fans are made aware of the existence of the Patreon through 

some particular creator mentioning it in their work (in the process outlined by McGee 1990), or 

by means of word of mouth on social media, (in the process outlined by Jenkins 2013). Thus, 

analyzing only the Patreon pages in and of themselves would not lead to representative results; 

it would leave out important elements and modalities of the situation. The rhetorical process is 

not confined to a single modality, and it would be a methodological error to analyze the 

situation as such. 

As to the choice of specific Patreon pages to be analyzed, this will be addressed in the next 

section. 

6.1 Sample 
In any scientific investigation or critical exploration of an ongoing phenomena, it is important to 

pick a sufficiently large sample to investigate. A too small sample size means it becomes hard to 

generalize your findings; too large and it becomes impractical to investigate each unit to any 
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significant degree. It is, to use the phrasing of Patton (2002, p. 227), a tradeoff between 

breadth and depth. Larger sample sizes means greater certainty that the phenomena in 

question can be seen and measured, and minimizes the risks of generalizing from a non-

representative case. On the other hand, a small sample size means the researcher can study the 

particular cases in depth. 

Patton (2002), being a qualitative methodician, gives at hand that the proper sample size 

depends on what the researcher is trying to accomplish. There are cases where a single data 

point examined in intense depth will suffice, and there are cases where small amounts of 

information from a large number of subjects suffices. And, of course, a myriad of cases in 

between.  The task of a researcher is to know when either of these approaches is appropriate, 

and to apply it with phronesis. Being a practical wisdom, there are no hard and fast rules to rely 

on, and in each particular study the author will have to make a judgment call. 

Beyond being sufficiently large, a sample also has to be representative. Or, in small qualitative 

studies such as this one, varied enough to not focus solely on a single particular kind or type of 

case. In order to say something above and beyond the particular items examined, these items 

have to be sufficiently different that any general themes are not merely flukes of circumstance 

or genre. Or, to put it in more concrete terms: if a study focuses on a number of particular cases 

that are very similar, then it becomes harder to make more generalized statements about other 

cases which do not share the particulars of the cases studied. 

With this in mind, I strove to find five Patreon users who are currently active in different kinds 

of activities in different parts of the world. In the following, I shall present them and the 

estimated size of their respective audiences in brief. 

Asher Wolf (no other name given) is an Australian information activist slash journalist slash 

social media maven who is very active in political issues – particularly concerning the 

intersection of information technology, ethics and due process. She currently has over fifty 

thousand twitter followers. 

DDRJake (the DDR stands for “Dance Dance Revolution”, a popular electronic dancing game) is 

a Scottish game developer currently working in Stockholm, who is a frequent streamer of 
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computer games and, at times, DDR dancing. He currently has over forty thousand subscribers 

on YouTube. 

Duckfeed.tv is a network of podcasts, primarily produced by Cole Ross and Gary Butterfield, 

based in Cincinnati, USA. Listener numbers are as of writing unknown, but guesstimated to be 

in the low thousands. 

Winston Sertzel (SerpentZA) is a South African expat currently living in China, who is most 

famous for his YouTube videos about life in the middle kingdom, his motorcycle travels through 

it and the people he meets along the way. He currently has one hundred and sixty five 

thousand subscribers. 

Sonya Mann is a San Francisco-based journalist and a newsletter author. Her Patreon page 

focuses on the aforementioned newsletter, called Exolymph, which discusses recent 

developments in cyberpunk, surveillance culture and online journalism.  The newsletter has a 

subscribership of around 700. 

As you can see, these Patreon users are active in different forms of media (videos, articles, 

podcasts, emails) and come from different parts of the world. While there is always a case to be 

made that any particular selection could be more diverse (and thus more representative), the 

selection made here is sufficiently varied to allow some measure of generalizability based on 

their respective differences and similarities. 

A final note: the following analysis will in applicable cases refer to the respective personages as 

they refer to themselves in their works. Thus, DDRJake will be referred to as simply Jake, 

Winston Sertzel as simply Winston, and so forth. This is partly out of courtesy, and partly out of 

methodological considerations – a potential reader who investigates the respective works will 

perhaps find it easier to relate analysis to material if the two correspond in terms of 

presentation. 

7. Analysis 
This section will first analyze the Patreon webpage and its rhetorical situation in general, 

primarily using Bitzer’s (1968) framework. It will then move on to each of the five chosen pages 
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and describe them in particular, and how they adapt their ethos to the exigence and constraints 

identified in the first section. Lastly, this section will discuss the extramural discourse of the five 

Patreon users, i.e. the discourse they produce outside of Patreon but which, in some fashion, 

refer back to it. 

7.1 The rhetorical situation of Patreon 

There are two components of the rhetorical situation of Patreon to consider. One is 

teleological, concerning what the page is meant to do (i.e. generate some sort of income for its 

user). This is, in the words of Bitzer, serves as an exigence, however implicitly; visitors know 

what a Patreon page is and what the purpose of having one is. At the end of the day, the mere 

existence of a page with the creator’s name on it suggests a possible future course of action. 

Any communication taking place on the page will happen in the light of this circumstance. 

The other component is structural – there are five aspects of the web page that users have 

control over and the capacity to modify in any significant way. These are the presentation text, 

the funding goals, the reward tiers, the imagery and the posts. The following will discuss each 

aspect in turn. 

The presentation text is the main aspect of a Patreon page. Here, creators can present and 

describe themselves in any way they like (bar some limitations of decorum). The particular 

strategies employed in these texts vary from creator to creator, with some writing elaborate 

descriptions of what they do and where the donations go, while others (as we shall see in the 

case of Asher Wolf) have a more sparse approach. Above and beyond the freeform textual 

presentation, creators also have the option to display a video of their choosing, so as to further 

present themselves and what they do. 

The funding goals are equally freeform, in that creators can specify any and as many goals they 

like, with any description they like. The intuitive use of this is to specify that some action will be 

undertaken once a goal has been achieved (e.g. DDRJake purchasing better recording 

equipment). A less intuitive use is to take the opportunity to make jokes or observations in the 

format given (e.g. Mann noting that reaching a hundred dollars a month is exciting due to the 
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convention of counting things in the hundreds). The tone and utilitarian nature of these funding 

goals is left up to the creators to decide. 

The reward tiers function as both promises and, as the name suggests, rewards. A creator can 

promise to deliver something to those who donate above a certain amount each month (as in 

the case of Duckfeed, who reward donors with extra podcast episodes). Creators can also lock 

posts behind a donation wall, only allowing donors to partake of them, thus creating a 

privileged line of communication between creator and donors. As with the two previous 

aspects, the tone and utilitarian focus is left up to the creator. 

The imagery consists of an avatar picture and a cover picture. An avatar is a small 

representation of the self, which in this context is visible next to every post a creator makes, or 

whenever the creator is represented elsewhere on the overall Patreon page. The cover picture 

is a large (1600x400) picture, visible at the top of a creator’s page. While these pictures only 

number in the twofold, their omnipresence and size respectively serve to give a distinct visual 

profile to creators who utilize them. 

The posts, lastly, consist of standalone pieces of text and/or pictures, which the creators can 

arrange as they see fit. Unlike the presentation, which tends to remain static over time, the 

posts tend to be of a kairotic nature – e.g. announcements that a new episode has been 

released, that a new blog post has been published, or that some other new development is 

afoot. They can be access by scrolling past the presentation text, by clicking the “Posts” button 

under the cover image, or by being a donor (donors have the option of having posts emailed to 

them upon being posted). 

In conclusion, creators have a large degree of freedom to define how they want to present 

themselves, albeit within certain limits. A creator can not, for instance, change where or how 

funding goals are presented (mutatis mutandis for any other part of the page). Everything has 

its place, and it is up to the creators to make do with the situation as is. We have thus identified 

the exigence (the over-arching goal of the situation; the problem to be solved) and the 

constraints. This leaves the audience, which we will return to in section 7.3. Now, though, it is 

time to look at the five particular Patreon pages subject to this study. 
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7.2 An analysis of five Patreon pages 

In this section, five Patreon pages will be analyzed based on the parts described above. The 

analysis will vary in length depending on much emphasis the different creators have placed on 

each part. The pages will be presented in the alphabetical order of their Patreon URLs, so as to 

avoid the potential for author bias inherent in other modes of ordering. 

7.2.1 Asher Wolf 

Asher Wolf’s Patreon page is at once easy and difficult to analyze. On the one hand, it simply 

consists of a cover image (a howling wolf within a cogwheel), an avatar picture and a 

presentation text that is easy to quote in full: 

Support my writing and fund my tweets by becoming my patron today. 

There is nothing else, except for the information of how many patrons Asher has at the 

moment and the sum of their accumulated donations. If the goal would be to merely describe 

the page in question, the task would have been complete by now. However, being an analysis, 

there are still more words to be had. 

This lack of an elaborate self-description is paradoxically also a way of describing oneself. It 

suggests that the audience are expected to already know what the enterprise is about, through 

previous interactions with Asher or their work, and that those who find themselves on the page 

are there for the explicit reason of becoming a patron. It is an appeal to doxa on two counts: 

first, that the audience knows the character of Asher, and secondly, that the audience knows 

the character of Patreon. Those who know these two things also know how to proceed; those 

who do not are not the target audience. 

There are different ways of describing this approach to self-representation. It could be 

described as confident – that the author thinks their work speaks for itself, and thus need little 

elaboration. It could also be described as utilitarian – the rhetorical situation of Patreon is such 

that little discourse is needed, other than the mere existence of the page in and of itself. It 

could, further, also be described as goal-oriented: time wasted waxing poetic about oneself is 

time not used to do the work that needs to be done. In either case, the sparseness of discourse 

on the page leaves it up to the reader to draw their own conclusions. 
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7.2.2 DDRJake 

Jake tops his presentation section with a video describing who he is, how he got into streaming 

games and how much he would appreciate the donations of those in the audience, concluding 

with the statement that whether or not there are any donors, he will still continue streaming 

for the fun of it (albeit with the caveat “[i]t's no secret that I love money and this is essentially 

one big pan handling request”). Underneath this video is a transcript reiterating the above. 

The funding goals are primarily promises – things Jake will do once they have been reached. 

Two goals have already been reached – Jake streaming himself dancing on a DDR mat, and 

buying better recording gear – while three goals remain unfulfilled. These remaining promises 

are to commence giveways (a streaming convention wherein the streamer gives things, 

primarily games, to their viewers), to record audiobooks, and lastly to reluctantly make 

podcasts about games and gaming. These goals are straightforward, in the sense that the target 

audience will know what these promised things entail, and that they (unlike the reward tiers) 

contain very little in terms of adornment or flourish.  

The reward tiers are all named after various nations related to the game Europa Universalis 4 

and its gameplay, going from those which are easy to play to those which are increasingly more 

difficult (with a correspondingly high donation number attached). They range from the France 

tier through the Denmark, Novgorod, Aachen, Navarra, Greater Denmark and Ryukyu tiers. 

Lastly, there is the “money is just a number” tier, at $100/month. This last tier being a 

reference to the oft-repeated line that “[x] is just a number”, where x is some in-game resource 

which is relevant at the moment of utterance, often in the context of losing large amounts of it. 

The choice of names for these tiers is not accidental, and ties in to Jakes longstanding 

relationship to the game of Europa Universalis and its enthusiasts. The choice to emphasize this 

aspect of his persona underscores what Jake is about and which discourse he chooses to dwell 

in: he is at home in the discourse of this particular game, and uses its framework as an 

invitation to others who similarly feel at home within it. 

The cover image features snapshots from games Jake are streaming and have streamed in the 

past, as well as the symbol for his tradition of a “weekly one-shot”, which is to say an attempt 
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to beat a community-chosen game in one sitting, no matter how long it takes. This cover image 

conveys what the overall theme of the page owner’s praxis and focus – it’s about games, 

through and through. 

The posts are infrequent, and primarily focus on reaching milestones and delivering rewards. 

Given that there is only the one post from 2017, it cannot be said that there is a strategy 

(rhetorical or otherwise) in place for using this section. 

In terms of the rhetorical situation, Jake positions himself against it in a several ways. One is the 

way in which he plainly states that the show will go on (as it were) whether donations are 

forthcoming or not – the statement that this is something he does for fun rather than profit. 

Furthermore, the quoted line about his love of money and Patreon being a “pan handling 

request” directly draws attention to the fact that Patreon is indeed about donations and the 

exchange of money. He acknowledges the fact that this is the case, then proceeds to subvert it 

by reiterating the previous statement that the streaming will continue regardless. Patreon is a 

part of his activity, but it is not the primary driver or motivation behind it. 

7.2.3 Duckfeed.tv 

Duckfeed’s Patreon page features an introduction video, followed by an introductory text. This 

text links to the various podcasts of the network, and reassures readers that the podcasts will 

remain free, but that every dollar helps in their continued production. It is a short introductory 

text, at 200 words; a quick word count reveals that the rewards section contains three times 

more verbiage. 

There are fourteen funding goals, which mostly center around the creation of new podcasts. A 

central theme in the lower goals is that increased funding allows for the purchase of more 

equipment, some necessary for the continued production of episodes and some for improved 

sound quality. In the higher goals, the focus is upon the creation of more podcasts, usually with 

a specific topic in mind (i.e. a podcast that focuses solely on analyzing each and every album 

released by R.E.M). The highest goal (one assumes both on the Patreon page and for the 

podcast hosts in general) is a hope to one day quit their jobs and become full-time podcasters. 
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There are seven reward tiers, each expressing a greater amount of gratitude. At lower levels, 

donors get access to extra episodes, faster access to free episodes, the ability to weigh in on the 

topic of upcoming episodes, and access to a community chat room.  At higher levels, donors get 

network-related paraphernalia mailed to them, and the opportunity to decide the subject 

matter of future episodes. The language of these rewards is (except for the expression of 

gratitude) mainly utilitarian, describing in detail what donors will receive at each level and the 

additional conditions which apply respectively. 

The cover image is a splash featuring the name, duckfeed.tv, and a silhouette of a rubber duck. 

This same duck is also used as the avatar image. 

There is on average about one post a week, most of them locked behind a donation wall. These 

are the extra episodes mentioned in the rewards, as well as polls regarding the topics of 

upcoming episodes. A few posts are news updates about live events or extramural 

developments, such as book projects and other things. The posts are, in a word, community-

focused. 

The overall focus of Duckfeed’s page is on the community of donors and the obligations placed 

upon the podcast network upon reaching the funding goals it sets up for itself. This very much 

conforms to the rhetorical situation of Patreon as such, and Duckfeed does not position itself 

against it. The primary bulk of the verbiage of the page (the funding goals and rewards) deal 

with what might be called bureaucratic minutiae; at funding level x, y will happen, at donation 

level a, b will follow. The ethos of Duckfeed is built around these obligations, and the fact that 

certain of the podcasts on the network are only available to donors serves to drive this home 

further. Duckfeed exists because of its donors, and thus is Duckfeed. 

7.2.4 Winston Sertzel 

Winston has an introductory video, and a short introductory text. The text is written in a very 

intense fashion, wherein all the keywords are highlighted in bold type (i.e. “Your support will 

allow me to dedicate more time to making more videos”). It is short but to the point. 

There are five goals, all fulfilled. They begin at low levels with describing a wish to become 

more engaged in the making YouTube videos, mentioning that he views reaching the goals as a 
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sign that he has the community support needed to dedicate more and more of his time to these 

videos. This focus on community is reiterated in the higher levels, where he again and again 

makes the point that all donations will go directly into his video making efforts and the various 

costs associated with them. Scattered across all levels are promises to give back to the 

community, in the form of giveaways and making videos about subject requested by patrons. 

Here, we can see Winston addressing the rhetorical situation directly. Particularly in the first 

lines of the fourth and fifth goals. To quote the former: “Firstly, I've made a promise to myself 

(and now to all of you) that all of the money that I earn from my Patreon account goes directly 

back into the videos that I make for you all.” This is echoed in the latter: “I do not in any way, 

shape or form want to appear greedy, and so far my Patreon donations are all being put back 

into my videos (making them possible by paying for my rent and going back into equipment, 

giveaways and what not), [sic] The more I earn here the better my videos can be”. In both 

cases, he points towards the fact that he does indeed ask for more donations, but that the 

money does not go to him as much as they are channeled back into more of the same kind of 

videos that brought the audience to the Patreon page in the first place. He constructs his being-

on-the-page as something that will further his being-on-the-YouTube, as it were. 

There are two reward tiers, which both reiterate the theme of being part of the process. While 

the first tier ($1) does not explicitly mention it, it unlocks most of the page’s posts, which 

primarily consist of early access to Winston’s YouTube videos. The second tier ($10) gives 

donors the opportunity to suggest topics for upcoming videos. 

The cover image features Winston in profile, wearing his distinct motorcycle helmet and N7 

leather outfit, holding a Chinese beer can. The three first components – him, helmet, N7 outfit 

– are common themes of his videos, and the audience is likely to immediately pick up that this 

is indeed the person from those very same videos. The image is not particularly noteworthy 

from an artistic point of view, but it does underline the person on whose page it is found. It 

speaks: this is the kind of person I am, and this is how I choose to represent myself. 
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7.2.5 Sonya Mann 

Mann has an introductory text, which presents the main enterprise of the page – a cyberpunk 

newsletter by the name of Exolymph (a name which also comprises the cover image). It is a very 

short text, which nevertheless manages to cover a lot of ground. It contains three links – one 

link to the aforementioned newsletter, one link to information about other ways of supporting 

said newsletter, and link one to Mann’s personal webpage. The brunt of the text consists of a 

counterintuitive discouragement to potential donors, and this section is interesting enough to 

warrant being quoted in full: 

I have a full-time job as a tech reporter, so please don't feel any compunction to contribute! 

That said, throwing me a few bucks is a tangible way to say that you enjoy the newsletter. But 

hey, replying to say "I enjoy the newsletter" also makes me happy. 

This section is interesting because it directly confronts the rhetorical situation – it refocuses 

from the implicit telos of Patreon to facilitate donations, to a more generalized expression of 

gratitude. The point of this page, for Mann, is not to generate a profit, but rather to use it as a 

proverbial finger in the air to see if there is still an audience for the newsletter. If readers 

donate a dollar or two a month, despite the disclaimers that this is optional, then something 

about the newsletter is probably done right. 

This same sentiment can be seen in the reward tiers, of which there are three. The lowest one 

($1) is named “Spare Change”, and proclaims that donors will receive eternal gratitude and a 

continued supply of newsletters. The other two rewards are named “Bragging Rights” and 

“Bragging Rights Plus”, respectively, and the only tangible benefit a donor receives is a mention 

on Exolymph’s support page (as linked in the introductory text). 

The funding goals are one part utilitarian, two parts observation. The first goal is to fund a 

technical upgrade for the newsletter. The second goal ($100) makes the observation that we 

count in terms of hundreds, and thus that reaching the first hundred mark is something to pay 

attention to. The third goal ($2000) simply states “This is a full-time job amount of money”, a 

statement which is given somewhat of an ironic twist in context. 
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The posts are few and far between, and as in the case of DDRJake above, most of the 

communication with readers takes place in extramural settings. Which, incidentally, will be the 

topic of the next section. But first, a conclusion. 

7.2.6 Conclusion 

As you have seen, the pages have different approaches to the rhetorical situation of Patreon. In 

the case of Asher, the approach is to simply not engage with it, and trust the audience to read 

the situation as it is, without further discourse. Jake addresses the situation and distances 

himself from it somewhat, but also plays into it; “money is just a number”. Duckfeed accepts 

the situation head on and plays it straight. Winston adopts a more nuanced stance, wherein he 

acknowledges that money will indeed change hands, but that he will channel it back to the 

community in the form of new videos. Mann, lastly, subverts the situation by actively asking 

readers not to donate. We shall return to these approaches in the discussion below. 

7.3 An analysis of extramural activities 
In this section, we will look at how the different creators refer to their Patreon pages in their 

discursive practices outside of Patreon – primarily those practices which are the focus of these 

pages, but also to a limited extent in the social media presences of the creators in question. 

Asher does not mention or link to the Patreon page in any recent writings2. It is ever so rarely 

mentioned on her Twitter account, but not with substantial frequency or regularity. As 

indicated in the previous section, the works speak for themselves, as it were. 

Jake produces videos about games suggested by patrons, and usually begins each such video by 

mentioning the patron in particular who suggested the game in question3. However, he does 

not consistently mention or refer to the Patreon site in these cases, preferring instead to 

proceed into action without further flair or ado. It is taken as doxa that viewers know from 

whence these suggestions come. Some videos do, however, link to the Patreon page in their 

description, but most of them do not. Overall, very few references are directly made to 

Patreon, although its existence is understood through context. 

                                                           
2 Asher Wolf (n.d.): Medium page. Retrieved from https://medium.com/@Asher_Wolf  
3 DDRJake (n.d.): Youtube channel. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/user/DDRJake/videos 

https://medium.com/@Asher_Wolf
https://www.youtube.com/user/DDRJake/videos
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At the beginning of each Duckfeed episode (with minor variations depending on the particular 

podcast in question), the podcast hosts take two or three minutes to inform listeners about 

new developments regarding the Patreon page (and of the difference even a small donation a 

month would make). The same goes for the end of many an episode, albeit in a less structured 

way. Overall, Patreon is a very tangible presence within the episodes. 

In terms of social media, the propagation is erratic; new posts on Patreon are sometimes 

announced on their Twitter feed, sometimes not. It cannot be said that they employ any 

particular rhetorical strategy as to which posts are mentioned. 

Winston occasionally thanks his Patrons by name, and includes them in his videos should they 

be in or near him while he is filming4. Near the end of every episode, a text banner appear with 

a link to the site, along with other ambient information and/or a thank you note to all patrons 

in general. Aside from the occasional guest starring of patrons, Patreon is a rather understated 

presence in his videos. 

Mann’s Exolymph5 is one of those strange fragmentary textual artifacts that McGee (1990) 

wrote about, in the sense that it can be read in three different places: in the form of the 

newsletter, on medium.com, and on Mann’s personal web page. Of the three, only the 

newsletter incarnation actively links back to Patreon. 

7.3.1 Conclusion 

Overall, the lack of social media self-promotion surprises me. Though some of the analyzed 

feeds do promote their Patreon presence at times, the unpredictable and erratic frequency of 

these self-promotional gestures suggest that it is not their primary mode of promoting their 

Patreon presences. I suspect the non-result might follow from the specific pages chosen. Should 

you choose to do a similar study, however, I recommend keeping this aspect in mind; a non-

result is also a result. 

The different approaches to referring back to Patreon in the various works of respective creator 

is interesting, though. Asher not referring back at all is a reflection of her ethos as a journalist-

                                                           
4 Sertzel, Winston (n.d.): Youtube channel. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/user/serpentza/videos  
5 Mann, Sonya Ellen (n.d.): Exolymph. Retrieved from https://www.exolymph.news/  

https://www.youtube.com/user/serpentza/videos
https://www.exolymph.news/
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activist; she is not writing for donations, she is writing for the story, and a link to a Patreon page 

gets in the way of the story even, even if it is only made in passing. The rhetorical situation 

regarding Patreon is such that even its mere mention might cause concern. 

Jake only mentioning it in passing reflects his being-in-the-world as well. As he states in his 

introductory text, he streams because he finds it enjoyable, and breaking the flow to engage in 

uncharacteristic self-promotion is, to pun, unbecoming of his ethos. (Although community 

awareness of the page might also play into this; mentioning it might be superfluous to 

requirement.) 

Similarly, Duckfeed adopting a fixed and standardized formula for how and when to promote 

Patreon within their podcast episodes reflects the character of their network – each particular 

podcast has a particular fixed formula for how a standard episode is structured, and 

incorporating self-promotional aspect into these formulas would only be true to character. 

Winston trying to include others resonates with the introductory text on his Patreon page, and 

it might be suspected that his approach has similarities to Jakes: that flow and community is 

more important than the self-promotional process. Having a standardized promotional banner 

cuts down on editing, and allows Winston to talk about whatever it is he is talking about, 

without having to talk about something else, i.e. the Patreon page. 

Mann, lastly, is simply true to form: the Patreon page is all about the newsletter, and thus it is 

only ever mentioned in the newsletter. Thusly said, thusly done. 

8. Results 
We have now seen five different ways of presenting oneself on a Patreon page and five ways of 

responding to the rhetorical situation on the same page – the implicit and explicit telos to 

generate donations. Asher’s response being the most drastic: by not participating above and 

beyond the mere act of having a Patreon page, and letting that suffice. In a sense, this response 

might be the closest to Heraclitus’. It does not speak, yet it still says: you know who I am and 

what I do. Her ethos is a fait accompli: you either already accept it, or you do not. 
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Winston, for his part, responds by becoming the thing he does. It is the inverse of Asher’s 

approach: he accepts the implied telos fully and adopts it as his message. The point of having a 

Patreon page is to garner donations, and his whole rhetorical strategy is to 

project/build/become such an ethos which whole-heartedly commits to the thing promised. It 

is a bond stronger than a business transaction – it is an ethical relationship, wherein he has 

pledged himself to keep at it. 

Between these two poles – “I am here, you can donate if you are already convinced to do so, or 

not”, and “I am here, I am with you and I am here because of you” – we unsurprisingly find our 

other three Patreon users. While it might be tempting to place one of them in the metaphorical 

middle and the other two equidistant from the others, this would not give us a fair 

representation of the actual state of things. Though Jake, in his insistence that he does what he 

does for the fun of it, with the donations a mere side effect of what we would have done 

anyway, falls closer to Asher than anyone else, he still employs specific strategies and builds a 

specific ethos in his Patreon-using. The same goes for Duckfeed.tv, who inversely fall closer to 

Winston’s ethical commitment to his patrons. Somewhere in the middle we find Mann, whose 

playfulness (“Bragging Rights Plus”) and capacity to withdraw from the site at any time gives 

her a degree of freedom the others lack. Or, perhaps, a degree of not-yet having chosen. 

In terms of ethos as a discursive place to dwell (Hyde 2004), Winston and Duckfeed are of 

particular interest. Winston due to his ambition to channel any and all donations back into 

future videos, and Duckfeed by virtue of the ever larger portion of the podcasters’ time 

consumed by the additional podcasting brought on by increased donations. While Hyde (2004) 

is rather metaphorical in his description of ethos as discursive dwelling place, these two 

Patreon pages represent a more direct embodiment of this tendency: both Winston and 

Duckfeed come to live the words of their Patreon page, and become ever more defined by both 

these words and the page on which they are found. 

Here, we see the dichotomy between freedom and autonomy (Carleheden 2002) actualizing 

itself. On the one hand, these two Patreon users went into the project willingly, describing 

themselves and what they do in their own terms. However, as time and donations went by, 
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they increasingly become bound by their words, and freedom had to give way to their 

autonomous project of keeping up their end of the bargain. Seen in this light, a recent Duckfeed 

patreon post (2017) (an almost three thousand word long essay on upcoming changes to the 

podcast network and their Patreon reward structure) can be understood as more of a 

renegotiation of a relationship or a contract than a mere informational bulletin. It is a way for 

Duckfeed to assert its freedom against its own ethos – of taking charge of the momentum of its 

own dwelling place. Or, to use a homely metaphor: to rearrange the furniture so as to better be 

able to live in the discursive place that has become its home. 

In contrast, we have Asher, who by virtue of a lack of Patreon discourse is free to pursue her 

journalistic endeavors as she sees fit. Whether or not this increased degree of freedom is a 

positive or a negative can be debated – it might be argued that an increased specificity with 

regards to goals and rewards might bring in more donations, and it might equally be argued 

that not being bound by promises of services for donations rendered allows her to better do 

what she does. The point here is not to settle the issue, but to raise it. 

9. Discussion 
Interestingly enough, three of the five creators (Winston, Mann, Duckfeed) in this study allude 

to the possibility of withdrawing from other commitments (primarily worklife) in order to 

further pursue the goals stated on the Patreon page. This suggests that there is an awareness 

that describing oneself on Patreon also constitutes a description of oneself freed from the 

bonds of necessity that defines and constricts the present circumstance. In itself, this is trivial – 

it is merely the question of what one would do if money ceased to be a concern. But in relation 

to the description given of oneself and the activity associated with this description, it suddenly 

becomes more all-encompassing: if given the opportunity to describe who you are and what 

you do, what discursive home would give yourself? 

This brings us back to the questions posed many words ago in chapter 2. They were as follows: 

How can the multimodal rhetorical situation of Patreon users be described in terms of 

rhetorical theory? 
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What can the rhetorical situation of Patreon tell us about ethos-building in online spaces? 

To begin with the first question, we find that the rhetorical situation can best be described 

through a combination of both Bitzer (1968) and Vats (1973), in that the rhetorical situation is 

at once fixed (through the structural properties of the Patreon web page, and through the 

implicit expectations that go along with using it), and fluid (in that the discursive practices 

which bring visitors to the page are left entirely up to the Patreon users themselves to create 

and define). The multimodality of the situation can be described and understood in this 

manner: the rhetorical strategies employed on the page itself operate primarily in a Bitzerian 

space, while those strategies operating extramurally operate in a Vatsian space. These 

strategies do, however, have to act in concert, lest they conflict and confuse the audience. 

Note the word ‘primarily’, rather than ‘exclusively’: there is, as is oft the case, an element of 

truth to both sides, and bringing both frameworks to bear will bring forth more insight than 

bringing just the one. 

As to the second question: it depends. In the context of this study, we have primarily worked 

with an expanded definition of ethos, which encompasses self-presentation as well as character 

and being-in-the-world (Hyde 2004, p. xiii). From this, we are able to ask interesting questions 

about autonomy, the freedom to define oneself, the obligations that follow from acting in 

accordance with such a self-definition (particularly in the context of Patreon), and the potential 

of becoming locked in a discursive position of one’s own making wherein one might not feel at 

home. While this study does not answer any of these questions to any significant depth, it 

points them out as potential areas of inquiry. 

What can be said with some confidence is that there is a significant degree of initial freedom 

when it comes to shaping what kind of discursive dwelling place a person builds for themselves. 

Or, to invoke Booth (1988, p. 169), what kind of company they will be to their 

readers/viewers/listeners. Not only in the choice of presenting themselves as either this or that 

– as either a writer or a musician, a web cartoonist or a podcaster – but also in the choices 

made with regard to finer points of how to go about being these things. However, once that 

choice has been made and writ into stone, it becomes harder to change. Particularly in contexts 
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where money changes hands and obligations are (even if ever so gradually) accumulating. At 

some point, the initial freedom to define oneself transforms into being a particular kind of 

person that does a particular kind of thing in a particular way – a situated ethos, with all the 

responsibilities, obligations and rhetorical affordances that go with it. 

If we expand upon this to consider online spaces more generally, we find ourselves in an 

interesting position. It is not primarily who a person is (in some essential way) that defines who 

they are in a given online social space, but rather what they do and have done in the past. This 

is a subtle but important distinction, which places emphasis on the act of constructing a 

discursive repository (a series of YouTube videos, an archive of blog posts, a history of podcast 

episodes, etc) of past activities that others can access after the fact. Identity is not an essence 

that expresses itself through discourse, but something that is created and maintained through 

the repeated discursive acts that others partake of and come to associate with a particular 

name (as in the case of Asher above). You are, to invoke an Aristotelian maxim, what you do. 

Constructing an ethos in an online space is thus not about being a particular kind of person, but 

rather about being able to consistently and predictably project a particular kind of image 

through discursive action. A possible consequence is that such a project can very easily turn 

into a life project, which come to define much of one’s waking life. It is not a one-shot ordeal, 

but a sustained effort that requires a substantial amount of time and energy to maintain over 

time. During the course of these efforts, a person changes: they learn, grow and get to know 

others in the same social space. They become, in a somewhat counterintuitive fashion, 

themselves. 

This suggests a more nuanced approach ethos building. Rather than merely being an 

instrumental tool for achieving persuasive aims, it becomes something more akin to an ethical 

imperative, both towards other and towards oneself. If you have it within your power to act 

discursively in one way rather than another – and as rhetors, we take pride in being able to do 

just that – then it behooves us to strive to make the choice that results in a better discursive 

dwelling place. We have it within our power to affect change – albeit limited at times – on our 

fellow human beings, and as such it would only be proper to affect them in such a way that, 
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when asked about their circumstances, they conclude: here, too, the gods are present, and in 

good company. 

10. Conclusion 
The multimodal rhetorical situation of Patreon can be described in terms provided by Bitzer 

(1968) and Vats (1973). Some aspects of the situation are fixed and unchanging, and thus lend 

themselves to a Bitzerian framework; other aspects are more open and fluid, and can be 

interpreted through a Vatsian framework. While the rhetorical situation is initially open (and 

thus mutable as per Vats), it hardens over time and gradually becomes fixes (as per Bitzer). 

Given that the situation is complex and the audience fragmented across several platforms, a 

certain degree of sensitivity is advised when it comes to analyzing particular Patreon pages. 

Constructing an ethos on Patreon is not just about writing a well-crafted description on the 

Patreon page in and of itself, but also about committing to live up to that description. This can 

take a direct form of delivering on the rewards offered to donors, and an indirect form of being 

the kind of person described (explicitly or implicitly). This calls for an understanding of ethos 

not only as a means of persuasion, but also as a way of being in the world, online as well as in 

more general contexts. 
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